Please note: The two separate platforms, the EdTA website and OpenWater are tied together with the EdTA Log-In.
HOWEVER, do not use the Thespys Pages within EdTA as that page is for NATIONAL events and not South Carolina.

When you click on the link provided in
the email, you will be directed to this
page in OpenWater.
You will need to Log-In.
When you click on the Log-In button, you
will be directed to the Welcome Page
within EdTA.

If you already have an account with
EdTA, you will sign in and be sent to the
Chapter Event Page (see below).
If you are not a member of EdTA, you
will need to create an account. You need
only the minimum information in the
account– name, email, password- to create one. It will loop back to the Welcome
Page for you to sign in.

Depending upon your use of the EdTA
website, you may or may not be directed
to this page: Allow Access? This is to
connect your OpenWater log-in with
EdTA.
You may be asked to add some specific
information to your profile

This is where we need to be fluid. And
once this is completed, when you return
to OpenWater, this step will be skipped.

Once you Log-In, you will be sent to the
Chapter Event Page.

We have asked that the HOME page send the SC delegates
to the SC page, but it routes everyone to the Chapter
Event Page.

The difference is that now on the left hand side your
Name appears at the top of the box and items that are
available to you will appear inside the box.
Items will be different depending on the type of member you are. Teachers and students will have My Applications. Judges will have My Judging Assignments.
The Home button will take you back to the Chapter
Event Page.

On the Chapter Event Page, click CHAPTERS to reveal all
the state chapters.
Click SOUTH CAROLINA to be directed back to the
South Carolina page.

And yes, we just did a merry-go-round to come back to the
original page, but this time you should see your Name and
available functions on the left-hand side.
NOTE: When looking at My Applications– the SC page
will only show applications for SC Sr. Auditions. DO
NOT USE THIS FORM for Senior Thespian Auditions. Use the Cognito Form sent directly to you.
Always come back to this page to submit Applications for
South Carolina Events.

We HIGHLY recommend you Bookmark
this page in your banner to return to it
easily.
Again, if you do not see the SC page to make a Submission: Go to CHAPTERS and click on SOUTH
CAROLINA.

Again: while two separate platforms, the EdTA website and OpenWater are tied together with
the EdTA Log-In, there is no access to the Senior Thespian Auditions or the One-Act Play applications on the EdTA Thespy page. ( The “Home” page with a black banner and a picture of bluehaired performer is not where you want to be.) Bookmark the tab of the screen above in
your banner to have easy access to the South Carolina links.

Thespy Awards:

DEADLINE Friday, February 11!!
To submit an application for Thespy Awards, you will
need to click on the link.

It will open a NEW WINDOW inside the EdTA website
for Thespy Awards

It will take you to a page that will show you what
THESPYS applications you have in your account under
My Applications.
Initially, you need to:
Click here to begin a new Submission
OR, it will let you know if you have already started the
process and have an Incomplete Thespy application.
By clicking the new Submission you will be directed to
the application. (Screen #4 on this page)

By clicking the Incomplete tab, you will be sent to a
screen that will look like this.

Click the Edit button, and you will be sent to the
application with previous work that can be edited and
incomplete areas to be filled out.

Screen
#4

The first thing you need to do in the application is add
collaborators to the application.
Make sure only ONE application is created for
each event. In a Duet or a Group, ONE person
creates the application and may add as many
collaborators to the application. This way,
everyone is working on the SAME application.

After clicking on the Manage Collaborators, you will
be taken to a screen to Add Collaborators.

Thespy Awards:

DEADLINE Friday, February 11!!
Simply add the names and emails of all those involved in
the entry. Make sure that your teacher/troupe director is added as a collaborator as well.
All collaborators will have access to the application to help
with inputting information or uploading the recording file.
After the awards ceremony, the Judge Critique sheet will be
released and all collaborators will have access to it.
Each time you click SAVE, you will return to this screen
and you can continue to add each additional collaborator.
PLEASE NOTE: Only the Primary Collaborator can
FINALIZE the application and make it available for
scoring. The Primary Collaborator must submit
the application by Friday, February 11 at 5:00
PM. There is no extension to this deadline.
Each collaborator has the ability to change the Primary
Collaborator, but there can only be ONE Primary Collaborator for each application.
After all collaborators are added, you can click
Back to Submission to take you to the application.
At the Category, there is a Drop Menu to select the category
for the application.
PLEASE BE CAREFUL and double-check the correct category is chosen. If there is an error, the recording will not
be critiqued. Example: if a Duet Acting scene is marked
Short Film, the Short Film Judge will receive the application and will not have access to the Acting Rubric.
Once the category is chosen, further questions will be added to the screen.

Thespy Awards:

DEADLINE Friday, February 11!!
Please note: Even though you may have listed partners as collaborators, you still need to list partners
on the application form as well.

The last question on the application asks how the Performance Video will be uploaded.

Depending upon your choice, you will be given one of two
options:
Upload a video is File. Please make sure that the file is
in the MP4 format.
Provide a URL link is for YouTube, Vimeo or other
platforms. Please ensure that ANY individuals (the judges) with the link will be able to view.
Only the PRIMARY COLLABORATOR can
“SAVE and FINALIZE”
Finally, remember that you have two options as you work
on the application: SAVE or SAVE and FINALIZE.
SAVE– will create an Incomplete Submission that you can
return to.
SAVE and FINALIZE– will upload to OpenWater and you
cannot make any changes once Finalized. (It will not be accepted if certain sections are left blank, so there is that safeguard.)
You can view your submission but changes/corrections cannot
be made once Finalized.

Deadline to SAVE and FINALIZE the application
(by the PRIMARY COLLABORATOR) is Friday,
February 11 at 5:00 PM.
There is NO extension available.
Please note: The OpenWater platform takes a user to the Thespys Award page within the EdTA website.
The Home button only takes you back to the EdTA NATIONAL Thespy Home page.
Make sure to bookmark the SC Chapter Page to easily return to that particular page to add another
THESPY event.
DO NOT use the Senior Thespian Audition application for the SC Senior Thespian Audition. There
is place to upload recordings or electronic portfolios.

